Mobile Multimedia Service Framework

- Cross-platform mobile multimedia management
- Mobile cross-media metadata management
- Context-aware semantic multimedia tagging, search, sharing, and storytelling on smartphones
- Mobile multimedia community information system success measures to support professional communities

**Reuse...**
- your huge media repository

**Get to know...**
- a city or a location

**Learn...**
- how things work, e.g. cultural heritage management

**Share...**
- your experiences with friends

Multimedia Management for 3D Data Supported by Advanced Hardware: 3D Scanners, Helicopter Cameras

- Establishing a Bridge between Multimedia Context and Multimedia Semantics
- Interdisciplinary Research and Cooperation with Architects, Geographers, and Electrical Engineers
- New Mobile Scenarios for Islamic Cultural City 2013 – Ghazni

Ultra High-Speed Mobile Information and Communication